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| F_i | Beta probability |

**Description**

Beta probability

**Usage**

\[ F_i(p, i, n) \]

**Arguments**

- \( p \)
  - p-value
- \( i \)
  - rank
- \( n \)
  - The number of inputs

---

**lancaster**

**Description**

P-value combination based on Lancaster's procedure

**Usage**

\[ \text{lancaster}(p, \text{weight}, \text{is.onetail} = \text{TRUE}, \text{eff.sign}) \]

**Arguments**

- \( p \)
  - A numeric vector of p-values
- \( \text{weight} \)
  - A numeric vector of weights (e.g., samples sizes)
- \( \text{is.onetail} \)
  - Logical. If set TRUE, p-values are combined without considering the direction of effect, and vice versa. Default: TRUE.
- \( \text{eff.sign} \)
  - A vector of signs of effect sizes (1 or -1). It works when is.onetail = FALSE

**Value**

- \( p \): Combined p-value
- overall.eff.direction: The direction of combined effects.
References


Examples

lancaster(p=c(0.01,0.2,0.8), weight=c(20,50,10), is.onetail=FALSE, eff.sign=c(1,1,1))

wFisher

Description

sample size-weighted Fisher's method

Usage

wFisher(p, weight = NULL, is.onetail = TRUE, eff.sign)

Arguments

p A numeric vector of p-values
weight A numeric vector of weight or sample size for each experiment
is.onetail Logical. If set TRUE, p-values are combined without considering the direction of effects, and vice versa. Default: TRUE.
eff.sign A vector of signs of effect sizes. It works when is.onetail = FALSE

Value

p : Combined p-value
overall.eff.direction : The direction of combined effects.

References


Examples

wFisher(p=c(0.01,0.2,0.8), weight = c(50,60,100), is.onetail=FALSE, eff.sign=c(1,1,1))
Description

P-value combination based on weighted Z-method

Usage

\[ wZ(p, \text{weight} = \text{NULL}, \text{is.onetail} = \text{TRUE}, \text{eff.sign}) \]

Arguments

- **p**: A numeric vector of p-values
- **weight**: A numeric vector of weights (e.g., sample sizes)
- **is.onetail**: Logical. If set TRUE, p-values are combined without considering the direction of effect, and vice versa. Default: TRUE.
- **eff.sign**: A vector of signs of effect sizes. It works when is.onetail = FALSE

Value

- **p**: Combined p-value
- **overall.eff.direction**: The direction of combined effects.
- **sumz**: Sum of transformed z-score

References


Examples

\[ wZ(p=c(0.01,0.2,0.8), \text{weight} = c(20,10,40), \text{is.onetail}=\text{FALSE}, \text{eff.sign}=c(1,-1,1)) \]
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